The Regional Municipality of York
Committee of the Whole
Transportation Services
October 8, 2020
Report of the Commissioner of Transportation Services

Update on Travel Patterns in York Region during COVID-19 Pandemic
1. Recommendations
1. Council support continued monitoring of travel patterns as the Region continues in
Stage 3 of re-opening and incorporate observations and findings into the 2021 budget
2. The Regional Clerk circulate this report to the Clerks of the local municipalities.

2. Summary
This report summarizes observed travel patterns during summer 2020 as the Region
followed provincial guidelines while maintaining public health measures to mitigate the
spread of the COVID-19 virus. It further identifies direction to adapt levels of service for road
and transit operations to meet observed demand and changing travel patterns as part of the
2021 budget.
Key Points:


Daily traffic volumes on Regional roads have been gradually increasing since reopening of businesses and services in early May, although travel during peak hours is
still below pre-pandemic conditions.



As a result of lower traffic volumes during peak hours, contractors have been
permitted to close traffic lanes on Regional roads outside of typical off-peak hours. As
traffic volumes increase, staff is monitoring the impacts of longer lane closures on the
movement of travellers in areas of construction.



The number of travellers using York Region Transit (YRT) services significantly
decreased as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. With the gradual re-opening of
businesses, YRT Viva and Base routes are recovering more quickly than local routes.
Base routes refer to services that are not Viva but run frequently on Regional roads,
such as Major Mackenzie Drive and Keele Street. Local routes refer to services that
operate less frequently providing connections within communities. Staff continues to
monitor ridership trends and examine alternative service options including microtransit.
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Staff continues to monitor and assess travel patterns through expanded data
collection. Partnerships with the Ministry of Transportation Ontario and other Greater
Toronto Area (GTA) municipalities will assist in the collection and assessment of
region-wide travel data to better understand the long-term impacts of COVID-19 on
travel patterns.

3. Background
During the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic travel reduced significantly
in York Region
In June 2020, staff summarized the initial impacts on travel in the Region as a result of public
health and physical distancing measures at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

4. Analysis
Travel across all transportation modes is gradually increasing with the Regional
transition into Stage 3 of re-opening
York Region is now in Stage 3 of re-opening. Recent travel patterns reflect increased travel
due to the gradual re-opening of nearly all businesses and public spaces compared to
observations in June. A summary of road and transit travel changes compared to pre-COVID
conditions is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Travel Patterns Before and During Re-opening
Modes

Before COVID-19 Summer 2020

Change (%)

600,000

510,000

-15

Traffic speed

44 km/h

48 km/h

10

Collisions/month

1,106

744

-33

Heavy trucks/day

29,000

29,000

0

Viva

170,000

75,000

-56

Base

300,000

142,000

-53

Roads:
Commuters/day

YRT boardings/week:
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Modes

Before COVID-19 Summer 2020

Change (%)

Local

66,200

16,500

-75

Mobility On-Request Paratransit

8,000

1,800

-78

Mobility On-Request Conventional

800

700

-13

46,300

7,800

-83

Go Rail ridership/day

Notes:
 YRT ridership compares weekly total boarding pre COVID-19 (August 2019) to
weekly boarding during COVID-19 (August 2020) and are rounded. Percent change
reflects actual (unrounded) ridership numbers.


GO Rail ridership represents two-way travel (i.e. on and off) at GO rail stations in
York Region

Road operations are planned to be maintained at pre-pandemic service levels as
daily traffic volumes increase to pre-pandemic conditions
Since early May, typical weekday traffic volumes have increased in step with the gradual
phases of reopening businesses in Ontario. Attachment 1 includes daily travel volume trends
during the COVID-19 pandemic, a comparison of traffic volumes profiles by time of day
before and during the pandemic and data on changes in travel delay and traffic speed.
In early September 2020, daily traffic volumes reached approximately 88% of September
2019 volumes; however, the pattern over the day has changed. Traffic volumes during peak
hours are approximately 15 to 30% below pre-pandemic conditions, with the largest
decreases being observed during the morning peak hour. Traffic volumes during midday
hours are back to pre-pandemic levels.
Based on these observations, road operations service levels, which include winter
maintenance, pothole repair and grass cutting, are planned to be maintained at comparable
levels for 2021.

As traffic volumes increase, staff is monitoring the working hours for
construction projects
With fewer vehicles travelling on Regional roads during the pandemic, temporary lane
closure hours to allow for construction were extended beginning in March. The extended lane
closure hours have provided more time to allow construction activities to advance and to
support modified on-site practices to protect construction staff. Extended working hours have
been used on approximately 40 to 50 projects across the Region.
As traffic volumes have been increasing, staff is assessing the need to impose limits on lane
closures during peak hours on a project by project basis. This includes reviewing hourly
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traffic volumes, impacts to traffic on parallel routes and whether there are essential service
connections to hospitals, EMS stations and major transit corridors.

Transit ridership is down overall but Viva, base routes and Conventional
Mobility On-Request services are recovering more quickly
With significant reduced passenger demands during COVID-19, transit service reductions on
low-performing routes continue to be in effect to accommodate passenger demand. Service
on Viva and base routes are largely maintained as they have the highest ridership and
provide necessary connections to essential service providers and businesses. Several Viva
and base routes have returned to pre-COVID-19 weekday frequency due to ongoing
ridership increases. Base routes refers to services that are not Viva but run frequently on
Regional roads such as Major Mackenzie Drive and Keele Street.
Mobility On-Request Conventional services are experiencing ridership close to pre-pandemic
levels as customers continue using the service to make connections with Viva and base
routes. Mobility On-Request Paratransit ridership is experiencing slower ridership increase
as a result of day program cancellations and residents asked to stay home during the
pandemic.
Weekly ridership trends on all YRT services are shown in Attachment 1.
Given the significantly reduced passenger demands on certain transit routes as a result of
COVID-19, transit service levels are planned to continue to be aligned with reduced ridership
demand for 2021.

YRT will continue working towards regaining ridership lost during the COVID-19
pandemic
Under the Safe Restart Agreement, the province, in partnership with the federal government,
is providing up to $2 billion in funding dedicated to public transit across Ontario. While not yet
specified, part of the funding may be subject to meeting objectives that could include YRT’s
continued collaboration with peer GTHA transit agencies in working towards fare and service
integration. YRT will continue to implement several strategies tailored to regaining ridership,
including:


Monitor Route Performance – Staff regularly monitor ridership at a route level and
adjust service levels to accommodate demand. As the economy continues to reopen
and ridership continues to increase, staff will continue to focus on routes that make
connections to rapid transit, employment centres and key destinations.



Explore Micro-Transit Solutions – In areas where conventional transit service is
unavailable or ridership does not warrant a fixed route service, micro-transit services
will be considered. The Region already has some micro-transit solutions in place
through the Mobility On-Request service.
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Advocate for Fare and Service Integration – YRT continues to work closely with
Metrolinx and GTHA peer agencies to implement PRESTO technology as a Regional
fare payment solution and adopt strategies to reduce barriers to travel between York
Region and area municipalities such as double fares and forced transfers.



Higher Order Transit – Staff continues to support provincial initiatives to implement
higher order transit services such as Yonge Subway North Extension, GO Expansion
and the future-planned Highway 407 Transitway. These longer-term transit projects
are expected to continue to be critical to meet the future travel demand of residents
despite the near and potential long-term impacts of the pandemic.

The Region plans to collaborate with the Ministry of Transportation and other
GTA municipalities to monitor and assess region-wide travel patterns
While travel patterns have changed in the Region as a result of COVID-19, it is unknown
which changes are temporary, and which are likely to continue long-term as restrictions
associated with the pandemic continue to ease. To better understand the long-term impacts
on travel patterns, the University of Toronto is managing a survey on behalf of funding
partners, including the Regions of York, Peel and Halton, City of Toronto, the Toronto Transit
Commission, the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario and Metrolinx/GO Transit. The survey
will collect information on how, why and where people travel and will provide insight to
understand the impacts of COVID-19 on the travel demand and travel behaviour of residents
and commuters within the GTA. The survey will collect travel related data in fall 2020 and
spring 2021. Time series data will help to analyse mid to long-term trends including work
from home, online shopping, mode shift, etc.
Long-term trends will be incorporated into the planning of the future transportation network
as the Transportation Master Plan Update is currently underway.

5. Financial
COVID-19 has significant impacts on travel patterns in the Region. These impacts were
observed and analyzed using various data collection programs the Region has in place to
support traffic operations and transportation planning. The most significant transportation
financial impact has been for transit operations.
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, YRT revenue ridership has been gradually
increasing as businesses and services re-open. Revenue ridership for the first two weeks of
September is approximately 40% compared to September 2019. A slow and steady increase
in ridership is anticipated for the rest of September with more students returning to school.
Staff continues to monitor and assess travel patterns, including traffic volumes, transit
ridership, land use changes, work from home changes and status of stage opening (e.g. a
second outbreak). Implications of these travel pattern trends for road and transit operations
and capital construction will be included as part of the 2021 Budget.
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6. Local Impact
Local municipal staff will be informed of the findings from the COVID-19 travel impacts data
collection and surveys through standing transportation meetings and committees. Long-term
trends will be incorporated into the Transportation Master Plan. Staff will engage local
Councils and municipal staff throughout the Transportation Master Plan update process.

7. Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted travel patterns in York Region. Staff continues to
monitor and assess travel patterns using a number of in-place data programs and adjust
road and transit operations to meet traveller needs. Since the re-opening of businesses and
services, daily traffic volumes have been gradually increasing, but the spread of traffic over
the day has changed. As traffic volumes continue to increase, it is important to maintain
levels of service for road operations and review whether extended working hours for
construction projects should be continued.
YRT transit ridership has been gradually increasing on some routes as businesses and
services re-open. YRT Viva, Base routes and Mobility On-Request Conventional services are
realizing the greatest ridership uptake. YRT is implementing strategies to increase transit
ridership and will continue to explore further options to grow ridership with the support of
COVID-19 emergency funding provided by the Province.
Detailed travel behaviour data is needed to understand the long-term transportation impacts
of COVID-19. York Region is collaborating with other GTA municipalities and agencies to
conduct a series of surveys. Data from the surveys will help to understand travel patterns
and behaviours to plan for mid to long-term transportation trends, including work from home,
online shopping, mode shift and online versus in-class schooling. Identified long-term trends
will be incorporated into planning of the future transportation network during the
Transportation Master Plan Update, currently underway.
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For more information on this report, please contact Brian Titherington, Director
Transportation Infrastructure and Planning at 1-877-464-9675 ext. 75901. Accessible formats
or communication supports are available upon request.
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